UCL/CAS Training for Teachers
Algorithms and Programming Module 1

forward1, fd1
left turn, lt

right turn, rt

“Begin at the beginning," the King said, very gravely,
"and go on till you come to the end: then stop.”
--- Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &Through the Looking-Glass

WORKBOOK 1
UNPLUGGED PROGRAMMING
CONTROL STRUCTURE: SEQUENCE
LINES, LETTERS, SQUARES, RECTANGLES
CRACKING THE CODE

 Addressed to Teachers
Activities are graded: easy to hard – 0 to 5*. You should attempt every activity marked without
a star or marked with one *.
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UCL/CAS Training for Teachers
Algorithms and Programming Module 1


Explanation to learners is powerfully presented, and aided and abetted, by practical
demonstrations, interpretation, and intervention by a Teacher. The Missions in these
workbooks involve practical activities to develop and reinforce skills and understanding. They
are for teachers to use as presented, or refashion to suit their learners. They are being trialled
for effectiveness with years 6, 7, 8 and 9 in a number of local schools.



Text throughout the Workbook prefaced by the bullet point at the head of this paragraph is
intended for, and to help, teachers.

‘UNPLUGGED’ PROGRAMMING (UPL) UNDERSTANDING THE TECHNOLOGY
DEFINITION OF A PET/ROBOT
If you know your left from your right and can ‘walk the talk’ or ‘chalk the talk’ or ‘talk to the arrow
keys’, you can start to program.
 In UPL (an unplugged programming language, essentially Logo, Python and Coffeescript but
adapted for an unplugged delivery), we introduce 2 players: a pet (in one case Terri, a terrier,
who will eventually turn into a Scratch sprite) and a robot represented by an arrowhead the
‘classic’ shape of the Python turtle. We also use a pair to play this out: a handler (programmer)
to instruct the pet/robot. We use Our Technology and Thinking on your Feet
 Coffeescript is a simple programming language, a Javascript equivalent for web pages.
EXPLANATION OF OUR TECHNOLOGY
Our pet and robot are both defined by the same two characteristics: the position and the direction in
which she is facing.
These same characteristics hold for the Scratch sprite and the Python, Coffeescript and Logo turtle
THE POSITION
1. ‘Walking the talk’ -- where our pet is standing -- if we are ‘walking the talk’
2. ‘Chalking the talk’ -- a point on the paper where our robot is positioned, marked here with a large
white arrow head for the starting position --- if we are drawing the path on paper. We start at O
(0, 0) the origin, which is usually centre stage/page (squared paper grid).
3. Arrow keys in upl1.py – again set up in the centre of a grid using the resource upl1.py, which we
will meet later.
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THE DIRECTION
The direction in which the pet or robot is facing at any moment. (We assume, or set it, facing to
the right  as we look at it, at the start of each program).

Arrowhead
Pet Terri
O  Origin
Figure 1. Ready to go

THE PET/ROBOT OBEYS JUST 3 INSTRUCTIONS
 The instructions given below can be acted out as commands to our pet/robot, where the
pet/robot walks/rolls or turns left or right with each command given by a handler. The
programs can all be demonstrated by walking to help make the programming process more
concrete. (It also helps with learning left/right turns).
 Alternatively the activities can be undertaken in pairs with pencil and (squared) paper. We
have chosen an arrowhead representation for our robot on paper, because it has an inbuilt
direction and it is the ‘classic’ shape of the Python turtle.
 Or we can use upl1.py to perform the same operations on the screen with the arrow keys on
the keyboard.
Choose a name for your pet/robot beginning with a letter from E, F, H, I, L, P and T. (Other letters if
you can decide on a letter representation made of vertical and horizontal strokes). Terri is the name
of our pet terrier. We shall use Terri in some of our examples. There are 3 code instructions (in UPL)
that Terri and our pet/robot obey:

1. forward1: or fd1
Our pet/robot goes forward 1 pace, drawing a trail as it goes. On squared paper a step is the
length of the side of a square. We can make it go forward any number of paces, for example,
forward3: our pet/robot goes forward 3 paces.

2. left turn: or lt
Our pet/robot turns left through 90 degrees -- just that, no movement forward

3. right turn: or rt
Our pet/robot turns right through 90 degrees -- just that, no movement forward
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Note: Our pet/robot is always looking where she is going. And generally we are not concerned when
our pet/robot retraces over an existing part of a path in order to complete a drawing.

forward1 or fd1 (1 pace)

forward2 or fd2
(2 paces)

Figure 2. UPL instructions: drawing result and Terri’s moves



forward is a code instruction but it is also a function with a parameter ‘paces’ which we
can replace with arguments 1, 2, 3… So, in practice, in our programs we are already making
use of a function with a parameter: a system function. We start to introduce some of the
ideas and words of programming from the start.

When we speak the instructions we use the full forms:
forward2, left turn, right turn.

When we write the instructions, for convenience, we shorten the instructions to the instruction names
used in Python, Coffeescript and Logo so that they reduce to:
fd2, lt and rt.

We usually write the instructions in a program across the page for convenience, although the meaning
would be the same if we wrote them one below another -- as long as the instructions are read in the
same order: left to right, top to bottom. This is the programming control structure called Sequence.
Note that our pet/robot starts at O facing to the right , whenever we start a program. A program (in
UPL) is a set of code instructions taken (to start with) from the 3 instructions above, which usually gets
the pet/robot to move and draw as she goes.
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HOW UPL INSTRUCTIONS MATCH TO SCRATCH AND PYTHON INSTRUCTIONS

Figure 3. The 3 instructions for a pet/robot/sprite/turtle in UPL, Scratch and Python/Coffeescript/Logo

 In UPL fd1 means go forward 1 pace. On squared paper, a pace is a side of a square. On the
computer screen, we choose 1 pace to be a small visible distance of 50 pixels. (On screen, 72
pixels = 1 inch). In Scratch talk, 50 steps actually means 50 pixels which is a distance just
greater than half an inch. So we equate our 1 pace to 50 pixels when we make the
transition from UPL to Scratch, Python/Coffeescript/Logo both unplugged or on screen.
We have shown how directly the UPL instructions map and link to both Scratch and Python
Coffeescript and Logo). At any stage, when pupils are ready, we can move to the screen in
these languages. In the meantime, we prepare with unplugged programming (UPL), to
introduce the programming control constructs of sequence, repetition and function to
design the algorithms and write the programs for projects 1-4 without taking on the extra
preparations necessary for tackling programming at the computer screen.
 A prerequisite for students in every Mission they undertake is familiarity with the toolbox
available to them. So we start with a small, basic toolbox.
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WHAT’S IN THE TOOLBOX WE WILL USE?
Pet/robot instructions (3): fd1, lt, rt
which allow us to move in straight lines and turn left or right through 90 degrees. It means we could
navigate through New York, or the rows and columns of square pixels in an image --- any rectilinear
world. This simplified model is enough for us to learn about the basics of algorithms as they are applied
to programming:
1. Control structures in UPL (3): sequence, functions and repetition
2. User-functions/instructions: tools that we will create in the course of these
Workbooks to help complete our projects -- none so far.
UNPLUGGED PROGRAMMING -- CRACKING THE CODE WITH PENCILS AND PAPER
 It is commonly said that every journey, however long, starts with a single step. In our
pet/robot’s case, the path taken starts with a turn or a movement forward.
Thinking on your feet, or ‘Walking the Talk’ of a program in a pair, initially, is sometimes a
good way to demonstrate the technology to a class (try the commands for walking capital
letter shapes I, L, T, F, E, P, and H, +, or a square or rectangle) and explore the action of the
pet/robot in obeying the instructions of the program. Just to be exact, start from the bottom
left-hand corner of the capital letter you choose. Cracking the Code is guessing the shape
traced out by the walking or drawing. We represent this walking (and drawing) in Figures 4,5,6.
Working in pairs with pencils and paper is using a medium in which we are able to:
 record the path
 record the starting point and direction
 record the finishing point and direction
WALKABOUT --- BACK TO BASE --- RETURN PROGRAMS
 When Terri or our robot goes walkabout, we may often want to program them to return
to base and face in their original direction. These programs we will call RETURN
programs. They have a direct bearing on the type of shapes we will be using when we
undertake our preliminary projects, in which we explore symmetry in our drawings and
programs, and later in simple geometric shapes when we develop unique patterns. The
representation that we have adopted for drawing on squared paper is illustrated in
Figures 4, 5 with the corresponding code that produces the drawings.
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MISSIONS: WHAT’S IN THE TOOLBOX WE WILL USE?
Choose a name for your pet/robot beginning with a letter from E, F, H, I, L and T. (Other letters if you
can decide on a representation made of vertical and horizontal strokes). Terri is the name of our pet
terrier. We shall use Terri in some of our examples. There are 3 code instructions (in UPL) that Terri or
our pet/robot obeys:
1. forward1, fd1:
our pet/robot goes forward1 pace, drawing a trail as it goes. On squared paper a step is the
length of the side of a square. We can make it go forward any number of paces e.g.forward3:
our pet/robot goes forward3 paces.
2. left turn, lt:
our pet/robot turns left through 90 degrees -- just that, no movement forward
3. right turn, rt:
our pet/robot turns right through 90 degrees -- just that, no movement forward
Pet/robot instructions (3): fd1, fd2, fd3, lt, rt
which allow us to move in straight lines and turn left or right through 90 degrees. It means we could
navigate through New York and any rectilinear or right angle grid world. This simplified model is
enough for us to learn about the basics of algorithms applied to programming:
ACTIVITY: CRACKING THE CODE (UPL) WITH DRAWINGS ON SQUARED PAPER
In Figure 4, we use the following symbols to help in our drawings, and with cracking the code

(a) Starting position and direction
(b) Path
(c) Final Position and direction
(d) RETURN program
that is, programs where the pet/robot finishes the path where it started and points in the starting direction.

Figure 4. Symbols for line drawing on paper and in upl1.py
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On paper, it may help to think of the robot as a mother space ship at the starting position Figure 4 (a),
with a spacecraft (c), which is launched on the drawing mission (b). If the spacecraft returns to dock
with the mother Spaceship, then that is an example of a RETURN program (d).
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS CAN PRODUCE THE SAME EFFECT
Example: Cracking the code in these 3 examples:
1. fd2
2. fd2 lt lt
3. fd2 lt lt fd2 lt lt…………program(1)

 All three programs produce a horizontal line of 2 paces moving from the origin to the right. We can
have different programs to achieve the same end result. Program 3 is a RETURN, ‘a round trip’,
program, which, in this case, introduces a repeat pattern in the code. See Figure 5, Ex 3, below. We
will use this RETURN program as a building block in our programs later when we define it as a
function. The repeat pattern often reveals symmetry in the drawing, in this case: the retracing of the
line in the opposite direction, and the about turn at each end. Symmetry and how we program it, we
will find useful in our exploration, drawing and colouring of unique patterns later in the Course.

fd2

fd2 lt lt

fd2 lt lt
fd2 lt lt

Ex.1

Ex.2

Ex.3 A RETURN program

the line

Figure 5. Line Drawing by the pet/robot in UPL
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TRACK AND CRACK THE CODE
Each snippet of code starts at the origin O with the large white arrowhead, which is just a convenient
simple representation on paper of our pet/robot, and creates the path for the smaller coloured
arrowhead to follow from a combination of the three instructions lt, rt, and fd.
fd1: takes the small coloured arrowhead along one side of a square in the direction in which the

arrowhead is pointing. fd2: 2 side lengths and so on. And so by obeying the instructions in a
program we turn the code into the drawing it represents and we Crack the Code.
 In Figure 6(f) the red arrowhead ‘docks’ in the larger white arrowhead to indicate a RETURN program.

(a)Starting at O(0, 0) facing 

(b)

lt fd1 rt fd2

(e)

(d)

fd1

fd2 lt

fd2

(c)

(f)

fd2
fd2
fd2
fd2

lt
lt
lt
lt

A RETURN program
Figure 6. UPL program drawings on squared paper
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PROGRAMMING CONTROL STRUCTURE: SEQUENCE
“Begin at the beginning," the King said, very gravely, "and go on till you come to the end: then
stop.”

--- Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &Through the Looking-Glass

EXPLANATION
Sequence is setting up the code instructions in a program, in the right order, usually set out one after
the other, reading left to right and top to bottom.
We are now ready to Crack the code, that is, to figure out what our pet/robot draws when it obeys
the code instructions in a program. We will then be in a better position to write code to build our own
programs.
Cracking the code: If your pet/robot obeys the shortened instructions, reading from left
to right in each of the example programs below, what does it draw? (Remember the
pet/robot always starts at O facing right  at the beginning of each program).
a) Example:fd3 (in this one instruction program the pet/robot moves

three paces to the right.) See Figure 7.

Figure 7.

forward3

fd3
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TRACKING AND CRACKING THE CODE
 You can demonstrate the program by ‘walking the talk’ with one learner as the
‘handler/controller’ and the other as the pet/robot. Or one controller with several robots
attempting the same program.
Work in pairs to draw the paths of the programs on squared paper (below). Remember after
following each set of instructions you should (usually) have a path drawn, a final position and a
final direction (you could mark your starting and finishing directions with  as in Figure 5).
Cracking the code means discovering the shape that our pet/robot draws when it obeys the
program. One sure way of doing this is to draw the picture and so recognise the shape.
 In Figure 8, we illustrate a simple example program in UPL; how you might draw its action on
paper; how Terri ends up after obeying the program instructions in Scratch; and what the
equivalent program in Scratch looks like.
Remember we always start each program at O, facing right .
The process of interpreting code by drawing is an alternative/reinforcement of ‘walking the
talk’. When drawing we have used a large white arrow-head to mark the starting point and
direction, and a coloured arrow-head to mark the finishing point for the path. Draw the figure
represented by each program in Table 1 (1 - 12), the first few are simple. The longer programs
present more difficulty --- you may recognize familiar shapes in the later examples. When
drawing a shape, we may retrace a step or two in the drawing – it makes no difference to the
final drawing – on screen there is no difference --- we don’t get a thicker line if we trace over
an existing line, as you may with a pencil.

Figure 8. A drawing to illustrate a simple unplugged program in action
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Another approach is to run the python program, upl1.py -- available as a software resource
with the unplugged programming package -- and use the three arrow keys on the keyboard
shown in Figure 9.

forward1, fd1
left turn, lt

right turn, rt

“Begin at the beginning," the King said, very gravely,
"and go on till you come to the end: then stop.”
--- Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &Through the Looking-Glass

Figure 9
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MISSION 1: CODE UNPLUGGED – ‘WALK THE TALK’ OR ‘CHALK THE TALK’
In Table 1, track and crack the code in the 12 programs. Demonstrate with a partner by:
1) the ‘handler’ calling out the instructions and the partner (the pet/robot) obeying them by
‘walking the talk’ (instructions). It can be used as a demonstration model.
2) or the ‘handler’ calling out the instructions and the partner (the pet/robot) obeying them by
drawing the instructions on squared paper in Table 2.
3) or the ‘handler’ calling out the instructions and the partner pressing the corresponding arrow
keys in the resource upl1.py. (In order to execute the instruction forward 2, for example,
the partner would have to press the up arrow key twice).
4) and finally, identifying the shape that the pet/robot draws and Indicating which paths finish
at O facing in the original direction? (RETURN programs).

Table 1. Track and Crack the Code – ‘Walk the talk’/’Chalk the talk’
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

fd2 lt
lt fd2
fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd2
lt fd2 lt fd1 lt lt fd2
lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 rt fd1
fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 rt
fd1
lt fd2 lt lt fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt lt fd2
fd2 lt fd2 lt fd2 lt fd2
*fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt fd1 rt
*fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt
*fd2 lt lt fd2 lt lt
*fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt

Return
Program?

No

*Grade of difficulty
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Table 2. Track and Crack the Code

fd2 lt

lt fd2

fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd2

1

2

3

lt fd2 lt fd1 lt lt fd2 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1 fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1
rt fd1 rt fd1
rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt
fd1 rt fd1

4

5

6
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Table 2(cont’d). Track and Crack the Code
ltfd2 lt ltfd1 lt.fd1
lt fd1 lt lt fd2

fd2 lt fd2 lt fd2 lt
fd2

*fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt
fd1 rt

7

8

9

fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 fd1
lt fd1 lt fd1 lt

*fd2 lt lt fd2 lt lt

*fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt
fd1 lt sq R

10

11

12
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MISSION 2 CHECK YOUR DRAWINGS
Match your drawings in Table 2 with those in the Table 4, and enter the results in Table 3 below. For
example, element Table 2(2) matches Table 4(k)

Table 3
Table
2

1

2

Table
4

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(k)

Table 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Table 4 cont’d

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
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MISSION 3 CRACK THE CODE FOR MORE RETURN PROGRAMS
EXPLANATION
1. Using the squared paper in Table 6, draw the figures to Crack the Code in the programs in
Table 5.
2. Make sure you record for each drawing:
 A starting point and direction
 A path
 A finishing point and direction
3. State for each program if it is a RETURN program.

Return
Program
?

Table 5: Crack the Code: UPL programs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

lt lt fd2
lt lt fd2 lt lt fd2
lt fd2 lt lt fd2 lt
fd2 lt lt fd1 lt fd2
lt fd2 rt fd1 rt fd2 rt fd1
*rt fd1 rt rt fd1 rt
*fd1 rt fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt
fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt
lt fd2 rt fd1 lt lt fd2
fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd2 lt lt fd2 lt
*fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 lt
rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt
*lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1 rt fd1 lt
lt fd2 lt
*fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 rt fd1 lt fd1 lt
fd1 rt

fd1 rt

lt fd1
lt fd1
fd1 lt

*grade of difficulty
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Table 6: Crack the Code

lt lt fd2

*
lt lt fd2 lt lt fd2

*
lt fd2 lt lt fd2 lt

1

2

3

fd2 lt lt fd1 lt fd2

lt fd2 rt fd1 rt fd2 rt
fd1

4

5

*
* rt fd1 rt rt fd1 rt

6
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Table 6 cont’d: Crack the Code
*
fd1 rt fd1 lt
fd1 rt fd1 lt
fd1 rt fd1 lt

lt fd2 rt fd1 lt lt fd2

fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd2 lt
lt fd2 lt

7

8

9

*
fd1 lt lt fd1 rt fd1
lt lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt
fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1
rt

lt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1
rt fd1 rt fd1 lt lt fd1
lt fd2 lt

*
fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1
rt fd1 lt fd1 lt fd1 lt
fd1 rt

10

11

12
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MISSION 4 MORE MATCHING
Match your drawings in Table 6 with those in Table 8, and enter the results in Table 7 below. For
example drawing from Table 6(2) matches that in Table 8(k).

Table 7

Table 6

1

2

Table 8

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(k)

Table 8

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

 Mission 5: In this Mission students are asked to write programs to draw shapes with the
minimal toolbox. Points to note:
1. (Each example in Question 1 is * graded)
2. Students are asked to use some programs as ‘building blocks’ for programs that follow
3. Symmetry in some questions may lead to noticing repetition in the code --- see Workbook 2
4. Noticing building blocks like the ‘unit square’ and ‘the RETURN line’ in some programs sets the
scene for introducing functions --- see Workbook 3
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MISSION 5 WRITING A PROGRAM TO DRAW A SHAPE
1. Write the programs in UPL to draw each of the shapes in Table 9. Use the programs you
write as building blocks for other programs. For example, the program that draws the ‘L’
in Table 9(4) could form part of the programs to draw the shapes in Table 9(5) and 9(6).
2. ** In Tables 8 and 9, in the programs which are not RETURN programs, write the
program instructions you would have to add to the end of the programs to bring the
small arrowhead back to the starting point of the large empty white arrowhead and
pointing in the same starting direction, so that each program is now a RETURN program.
3. ***In one of your programs in Table 9, replace every occurrence of the instruction lt by
rt and rt by lt. What is the figure you get? Choose another example. Can you
generalise and describe how doing this would affect every drawing?

Table 9. Write programs to draw the figures

1

2*

3***

4*

5***

6**

7*

8*

9**
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10***

11*

12***

13*

14

15

16

17*

18*

19***

20***

21***
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A SEQUENCE PROGRAM BUILT IN UPL, SCRATCH AND PYTHON TO DRAW A SQUARE

fd2
lt
fd2
lt
fd2
lt
fd2
lt

Figure 10. A square showing the code and turning actions in UPL, Scratch 2.0 and Python 3

The 1-1 mapping of instructions between the languages makes it possible to transition to Scratch
and Python at any stage of the development of unplugged programming. We would suggest it is
advantageous to do it after meeting the challenge of a project involving algorithmic thinking, and the
programming control structures: repeat and function.
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Table 10
-

fd2 lt
fd2 lt
fd2 lt
fd2

fd2
fd2
fd2
fd2

lt
lt
lt
lt

 As we write programs to draw more complex shapes, the number of program instructions
increases and it is easy to get lost in the detail when ‘cracking the code’ to recognise the drawing.
In particular, because the instructions in Scratch and Python programs are assembled vertically,
longer programs take up more space on the page and look more daunting to crack. But you may
have noticed, in the program examples here a number of simple repeat patterns in sequence. And
that will help us to ‘shorten’ the code in programs by using the ‘repeat’ control structure (in
Workbook 2). We will be able to shorten the code even more when we introduce the ‘function’
control structure in Workbook 3.
When ‘cracking the code’, it’s a good idea to take note of the symmetry of repeat patterns in the
code – the longer the pattern sequence, the better -- they may reveal symmetric parts of the
drawing (decomposition) and help us to shorten the code and design more ‘crackable’ algorithms
and programs. The symmetry in the code sometimes gives us a clue as to the overall picture that
the pet/robot is drawing.
 We continue with Workbooks 2, 3 to introduce the programming control structures repetition
and function.
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